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**Volume 1, Number 2, 1994**

**BOOK REVIEWS**

Tony Voss  J.C. Kannemeyer: *A History of Afrikaans Literature*

→ *Alternation* 1,2 (1994) 83-85.

Alan Thorold  Alan G. Morris: *The Skeletons of Contact*

→ *Alternation* 1,2 (1994) 85-87.


**Volume 2, Number 1, 1995**

**BOOK REVIEW ARTICLES**

David Hemson  Asinamali! Then and Now. A Review of: *The Moon is Dead! Give us our Money!* by Keletso E. Atkins


**BOOK REVIEWS**

John van Zyl  Beyond a Culture of Censorship; Christopher Merrett: *A Culture of Censorship. Secrecy and Intellectual Repression in South Africa*


Johan van Wyk  Some Afrikaans Novels of 1993; Etienne van Heerden: *Die Stoetmeester*; Eben Venter: *Foxtrot van die Vleiseters*; Mark Behr: *Die Reuk van Appels*; Jeanne Goosen: *o.a. Daantjie Dromer*; Lettie Viljoen: *Karolina Fereira*; Francois Bloemhof: *Die Duiwel se Tuin*; Berta Smit: *Juffrou Sophia Vlug Vorentoe*


Helize van Vuuren  Bushman and Afrikaner: Cultural Interaction; Dolf van Niekerk: *Koms van die Hyreën*; Piet van Rooyen: *Die Spoorsnyer*; Willem D. Kotzé: *T’sats van die Kalahari*


Jean-Philippe Wade  Recent Southern African Books from the Heinemann African Writers Series; W.P.B. Botha: *The Reluctant*
Volume 2, Number 2, 1995
BOOK REVIEW ARTICLES

David Hemson The Antinomies of Black Rage. A Review of: I Write What I Like by Steve Biko

BOOK REVIEWS

Helize van Vuuren The Tin Shack Bushmen of Kagga Kamma; Hylton White: In the Tradition of the Forefathers. Bushmen Traditionality at Kagga Kamma. The Politics and History of a Performance Identity
⇒ Alternation 2,2 (1995) 207-211.

Jean-Philippe Wade Fiction, History and Nation: Analisa Oboe: Fiction, History and Nation in South Africa

Steven Leech Popularising History; Ian Knight: The Sun Turned Black: Isandlwana and Rorke’s Drift

David Hemson A Passing Miracle?; Alan Thorold: Miracle in Natal: Revolution by Ballot-box

Betty Govinden Constructing New Objects of Reading; Joan Metelerkamp: Stone no More

Johannes A. Smit Academic Writing; C.B. Peter: A Guide to Academic Writing
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Volume 3, Number 1, 1996
BOOK REVIEW ARTICLE

BOOK REVIEWS
G.V. Mona  The Voice of the People; J. Opland and P.T. Mtuze: Izwi Labantu (The Voice of the People)

Stephen Leech  You Can’t Escape the Past; John Laband: Rope of Sand: The Rise and Fall of the Zulu Kingdom in the Nineteenth Century

H.J. Vermeulen  The Construction of Afrikaner Nationalist Identity: Johan van Wyk: Constructs of Identity and Difference in South African Literature


Fatima Mendonca  Short Stories from Mozambique; Richard Bartlett: Short Stories from Mozambique

Richard Bartlett  Frontline Nationalism: Mozambique and South Africa; David Birmingham: Frontline Nationalism in Angola and Mozambique
Volume 3, Number 2, 1996

BOOK REVIEW ARTICLES

Johannes A. Smit  Black Women, Writing and Identity; Carole Boyce Davies:  Black Women, Writing and Identity. Migrations of the Subject


BOOK REVIEWS

Meredith M. Gadsby  The Black Diaspora; Ronald Segal:  The Black Diaspora
Meredith M. Gadsby  Inventing Cultural Identities in African, African-american, and Caribbean Drama; Tejumola Olaniyan: *Scars of Conquest, Masks of Resistance: The Invention of Cultural Identities in African, Africa-American, and Caribbean Drama*


Ampie Coetzee  Southern African Literatures; Michael Chapman: *Southern African Literatures*


Ruth Bodenstein  Multilingual Education in South Africa; Kathleen Heugh, Amanda Siegrühn and Peter Plüddemann (eds): *Multilingual Education in South Africa*


Philip John  Breaking Barriers—and Methodological Rules; C.N. van der Merwe: *Breaking Barriers. Stereotypes and the Changing Values in Afrikaans Writing 1875-1990*


Damian Garside  Introducing Literature Criticism and Theory; Andrew Bennett and Nicholas Royle: *An Introduction to Literature Criticism and Theory: Key Critical Concepts*


---

**Volume 4, Number 1, 1997**

**BOOK REVIEW ARTICLES**

Shane Moran  Derrida and the Political; Richard Beardsworth: *Derrida and the Political*


Johannes A. Smit  Homo Hermeneuticus: Historical Narrative in the Semisphere; Rocco Capozzi: *Reading Eco: An Anthology*


---
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Volume 4, Number 2, 1997

BOOK REVIEW ARTICLES

Shirley Brooks  An Act of Bridging? Kate Darian-Smith, Liz Gunner and Sarah Nuttall: Text, Theory, Space: Land, Literature and History in South Africa and Australia


BOOK REVIEWS

Keith Breckenridge  On the Mfecane Aftermath; Carolyn Hamilton: The Mfecane Aftermath: Reconstructive Debates in Southern African History


Johan van Wyk  De Weg Naar Monomotapa: Post-colonial Studies and Dutch Literature in South Africa; Siegfried Huigen: De Weg Naar Monomotapa


Johannes A. Smit  Clearing Spaces: Multilingualism in a Multicultural Context; Guus Extra and Jeanne Maartens (eds): Multilingualism in a Multicultural Context: Case Studies on South Africa and Western Europe


Johannes A. Smit Alternation Issue Index


Johannes A. Smit Alternation Author Index

Volume 5, Number 1, 1998
BOOK REVIEW ARTICLES

David Hemson  The Worm in the Bud: The Divided African State; Mahmood Mamdani: Citizen and Subject: Contemporary Africa and the Legacy of Late Colonialism

 Alternation 5,1 (1998) 256-266.

BOOK REVIEWS

Damian Garside  Playing the Postmodern Game: Michael Cawood Green: Sinking: A Verse Novella

Thengani Ngwenya  Deafening Silence; J. Miles: Deafening Silence

Emmanuel Mqgwashu  This Day and Age; Mike Nicol: This Day and Age

Volume 6, Number 1, 1998
BOOK REVIEW ARTICLES

Rembrandt Klopper  Outcomes-Based Education: Why the Alarm Bells are Ringing, and How to Turn them Off; Jonathan Jansen and Pam Christie (eds): Changing Curriculum: Studies on Outcomes-based Education in South Africa; and Helen van der Hors and Ria McDonald: OBE: Outcomes-based Education, A Teacher’s Manual
BOOK REVIEWS

Johannes A. Smit Un\thinking White Mythologies; Immanuel Wallerstein: Unthinking Social Science: The Limits of Nineteenth-century Paradigms

Daryl Balia Religion and Politics in Africa; Jeff Haynes: Religion and Politics in Africa

Sanusha Naidu Conflict in Africa: Oliver Furley (ed): Conflict in Africa


Andrew Johnson Three Recent Poetry Collections; Alan Paton: Songs of Africa: Collected Poems; Alan James: Ferry to Robben Island; Geoffrey Hutchings: Tongue Tide

BOOK REVIEW ARTICLES

Alternation 7,1 (2000)
BOOK REVIEW ARTICLES
Damian Garside  Literary Theory—The Long and the Very Short of It; Jonathan Culler: *Literary Theory: A Very Short Introduction*  

Priya Narismulu  What about the Audience?  Silences in *Voicing the Text*; Duncan Brown: *Voicing the Text*.  

BOOK REVIEWS
Lorelle Royeppen  *Mother to Mother’s Moral Ambivalence*; Sindiwe Magona: *Mother to Mother*  

Alternation 8,1 (2001)
BOOK REVIEWS
David Bennett  Breakout: Cyberporn, Privacy and Reality-effects; Frederick S. Lane III: *Obscene Profits: The Entrepreneurs of Pornography in the Cyber Space Age*  

Elizabeth Thompson  African Unity; Manelisi Genge, Francis Kornegay and Stephen Rule: *Reawakening Commitment, Obligations and Responsibilities to Unity in Africa: Pan African Union and a Pan African Parliament*  

N.N. Mathonsi  *Common Ground*; Vusumuzi Maurice Bhengu: *ITSHWELE LEMPANGELE*  

Lazarus Chifumbe Mulenga  Gender; Robert Morrell: *Changing Men in Southern Africa*  
RECENT BOOK REVIEWS

Judith Lütge Coullie  Recent Reviews of Life Writing Publications I.

Alternative 8,2 (2001)
BOOK REVIEW ARTICLE

Shane Moran  To Criticise the Critic: Disgrace; J.M. Coetzee: Disgrace

BOOK REVIEWS

Venetia Dlomo  Literature and Transformation; Zakes Mda: The Heart of Redness
Shane Moran  Investing in South Africa; Anthony O’Brien: Against Normalization. Writing Radical Democracy in South Africa
Pravina Pillay  Sound and Fury; Salman Rushdie: Fury

Alternative 9,1 (2002)
BOOK REVIEW ARTICLES

Judith Lütge Coullie  The Incredible Whiteness of Being; Alexandra Fuller: Don’t Let’s Go to the Dogs Tonight: An African Childhood; Sarah Penny: The Whiteness of Bones; Antjie Krog: Country of my Skull
RECENT BOOK REVIEWS

Judith Lütge Coullie  Recent Reviews of Life Writing Publications II

Alternation 9,2 (2002)
BOOK REVIEWS

J. Edward Chamberlin  Oral Traditions; Marcel Jousse: The Parallel Rhythmic Recitatives of the Rabbis of Israel: Genre of the Maxim

Alternation 10,1 (2003)
BOOK REVIEW ARTICLE

Catherine Addison  The Contemporary Verse Novel: An Explosion of Poetic Narrative; Vikram Seth: The Golden Gate; Bernadine Evaristo: Lara; Fred D’Aguiar: Bloodlines; Michael Cawood Green: Sinking; Derek Walcott: Omeros; Bernadine Evaristo: The Emperor’s Babe; George Elliott Clarke: Whylah Falls

BOOK REVIEWS

Malini Ramsay-Brijball  Language in South Africa: A Sociolinguistic Perspective; Rajend Meshrrie: Language in South Africa
Alternation 10,2 (2003)

BOOK REVIEWS
Gillian Bowden and Judith Lütge Coullie Review of Bettie Emslie’s An Autobiography: One Beggar to Another

RECENT BOOK REVIEWS
Judith Lütge Coullie Recent Reviews of Life Writing Publications III

Alternation 11,1 (2004)

BOOK REVIEW ARTICLES
Jabulani Mkhize History from the Outside: Of La Guma’s Dialogics, ‘Colouredism’ and Other Shenanigans; Nahem Yousaf: Alex la Guma: Politics and Resistance

BOOK REVIEWS
Pravina Pillay The Lotus People: Aziz Hassim: The Lotus People
Sibongile Mogale The Quiet Violence of Dreams; Sello K. Duiker: The Quiet Violence of Dreams
Vasanthe Padayachee A Duty of Memory; W.P.B. Botha: A Duty of Memory
RECENT BOOK REVIEWS

Judith Lütge Coullie Recently Reviewed South African Life Writing Publications IV

Alternation Special Edition Number 2 (2005)

BOOK REVIEW ARTICLE

J.A. Loubser Before Gandhi: Leo Tolstoy’s Non-Violent Kingdom of God; Leo Tolstoy: The Kingdom of God is within You: Christianity not a Mystic Religion but a New Theory of Life

Alternation 13,1 (2006)

BOOK REVIEWS

Fazel Khan and Refilwe Senatle Structural Adjustment and Universities in Africa; Silvia Federici, George Caffentzis and Ousseina Alidou (eds): A Thousand Flowers – Social Struggles against Structural Adjustment in African Universities

⇒ Alternation 13,1 (2006) 350-357
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Alteration 13,2 (2006)
BOOK REVIEW


RECENT BOOK REVIEWS
Judith Lütge Coullie  Recently Reviewed South African Life Writing Publications V

Alternation 13,2 (2006) 290-308

Alternation 15,2 (2008)
BOOK REVIEW ARTICLE
Jabulani Mkhize  Shades of Nkosi: Still Beating the Drum

Alternation 15,2 (2008) 416 - 426

Alternation 16,2 (2009)
BOOK REVIEWS
Pat Louw  Material Feminisms (2008) edited by Stacy Alaimo and Susan Hekman


BOOK REVIEW ARTICLES
Priya Narismulu  Springing the Cage: The Role of Engaging the Shades of Robben Island in Constituting the Field of Postcolonial Ecofeminism
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Judith Lütge Coullie  Celebrity Monkeys and Other Notables: Recent Life Writing Publications, Reviewed

RECENT BOOK REVIEWS
Judith Lütge Coullie  Recently Reviewed South African Life Writing Publications VI

 Alternation 17,1 (2010)

BOOK REVIEWS
Mtholeni N. Ngcobo  Ukuhlelwa Kolimi by Nobuhle Ndimande-Hlongwa
Dan Wylie  Bushman Letters: Interpreting /Xam Narratives by Michael Wessels
J.A. Kearney  The Imagination of Freedom by Andrew Foley

 Alternation 17,2 (2010)

BOOK REVIEW ARTICLES
J.L. Hilton  The First Ethiopians: A Critical Perspective
Catherine Woeber  ‘A persistent letter writer – an addict at that’
Alteration 18,2 (2011)
BOOK REVIEW ARTICLE
Shane Moran  Dreamtime: Reconciliation and Colonial Power

BOOK REVIEW
Jabulani Mkhize  Review of: Alex La Guma: A Literary and Political Biography by Roger Field